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FURNITURE: PARASOLS >

Pierre Christiaens
Owner and CEO of Sywawa

Parasols play a fundamental part in the dressing of a hotel’s
outdoor area. Not only does it have to withstand the test of
time and harsh weather conditions, it also has to be easy on
the eye. SPACE’s Tonje Odegard spoke to Pierre Christiaens,
Owner and CEO of Sywawa to find out how to make parasols
and umbrellas that meet this standard…
What dictates the design trends of parasols?
Parasols are not a fashion item, which means the designs don’t
change every season. As a parasol is very often combined with
outdoor furniture, it follows the outdoor furniture trends. Freelance
designers and relevant exhibitions, such as Il Salone del Mobile
offer inspiration for the design.
What role do parasols play in the creation of beautiful and
practical outdoor areas of hotels?
They play a very big role – a parasol draws a lot of attention and
works as the ‘finishing touch’ of an outdoor area. The parasol is a
statement that defines the overall look and feel.
How do you work with designers to create great parasols?
Sywawa mainly works with freelance designers and tend to give
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them a lot of freedom, as we don’t want to limit their creativity.
Based on the first sketches, a certain direction is decided to
complete the collection in a logical way.
What’s important when designing a parasol? What does it take to
create top-quality and aesthetically pleasing umbrellas?
The main point is that the new design should ideally be made by an
experienced manufacturer. A parasol is subject to many harsh
influences, such as the UV rays of the sun, strong wind gusts and
pouring rain. An experienced producer knows how to build a parasol
that can resist these weather conditions. It must be strong, easy to
manipulate and nice to look at.
How has umbrella and parasol design evolved over the years?
The product was invented about 3000 years ago in Mesopotamia or
Egypt. The parasol has not fundamentally changed since then – it’s
a central pole with a roof on it. The only evolution in design was
based on materials and colours; a nice pole or a beautiful colour.
Perhaps some ornaments such as embroidery has played a part. It
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was only in the 20th century that new designs emerged with
cantilever parasols, up to four parasols on one pole, or even wallmounted structures. In the past ten to fifteen years, even further
designs have been developed. Sywawa is the only parasol brand
that specialises in contemporary parasol design.
How do you make sure your parasols stand out?
With the most beautiful designs under the sun, Sywawa stands for
mind-bordering, pioneering designs. By means of typically different
shapes, materials and techniques, we infuse new ideas in the dull
world of traditional parasol. Sywawa is trendy and timeless both at
the same time – the parasols are surprising and playful. The designs
have international recognition as top design, for instance proved by
the 15 international design awards. Sywawa is the most awarded
parasol brand under the sun.

sywawa.com
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OUTDOOR & CASUAL FURNITURE >

The MAX cantilever parasol from Tuuci is bringing you
the shade you need to have in your garden or on a
terrace of restaurant or hotel. For every situation there is
a solution – the MAX cantilever parasols are available in
multiple sizes and shapes.
There is the Manta cantilever inspired by life in the
oceans, but also a classic square or rectangular cantilever.
Next to shapes and sizes the product is available in
multiple finishes: powder coated or aluma-TEAK.
The mast can be powder coated in the colors textured
bright white, hammered bronze, espresso, sea shell
white, ash grey and jet black.
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Coco Wolf have developed an innovation in outdoor
furniture that will forever change the perception of what
can be designed for the outdoors.
Working to the principle of ‘what is available indoors can
be replicated outdoors’ we have developed an outdoor
product that is fully upholstered, inner sprung and hand
crafted using solid wood internals.
Built by English craftsman to meet the most rigorous
demands of the contract market. Able to be left outdoors
whether it’s in the harsh sun of a tropical resort or the grey,
wet winters in London.
cocowolf.co.uk

tuuci.com
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SYWAWA >
The parasol brand Sywawa is the frivolous sister of the robust
Symo Parasols. If you love design, want to stand out and surprise
your guests on the patio, then opt for a Sywawa parasol.
Sywawa is expanding its collection of designer parasols for
2017 with the colourful Tahiti. “The Tahiti parasol is a contemporary
reinterpretation of the traditional straw beach parasol that is
strikingly reminiscent of distant and exotic beaches,” Says
designer Mark Gabbertas.
Mark Gabbertas likes to see how far he can go in re-inventing
an existing and well-known iconic object by experimenting with
materials, shapes and colours. With the Tahiti parasol, he is
making a completely contemporary statement based on an
age-old model.

Robust, gigantic and above all impressive! Giant umbrella
Big Ben was designed specifically for long-term commercial
use. The parasol presents itself as a multifunctional and
extremely robust parasol for hospitality. In the wind tunnel
testing it resisted even stormy winds of up to 100km/h for its
3x3m version. Available in many sizes, Big Ben is suitable for
large terraces as well as narrow outdoor areas of small cafes.
Optional extras such as gutters, side walls, advertising prints
and integrated lighting and heating systems make the Big
Ben a multifunctional genius. If you choose Big Ben, you
choose the ultimate in protective shade.
caravita.eu

symoparasols.com
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